In this paper a new speech compression method is presented. The traditional speech compression method is based on linear prediction. The compression method, proposed in this paper, is based on the use of an orthogonal transform, the discrete cosine packets transform. This method is well suited for the speech processing, taking into account the sine model of this kind of signals and because this transform converges asymptotically to the Karhunen-Loève transform. After the computation of the discrete cosine packets transform, the coefficients obtained are processed with a threshold detector, who keeps only the coefficients superior to a given threshold. This way the number of non zero coefficients is reduced doing the compression. The next block of the compression system is the quantization system. This is build following the speech psycho-acoustic model. The proposed compression method is transparent, the compression rate obtained is important and the operations number and the memory volume used are not very high.
Introduction
On the basis of the classical papers written by Shannon, [1] and Kolmogorov, [2] , recently was highlighted a strong connection between the systems proposed in many lossy compression standards and the harmonic analysis, [3] . All these systems uses orthogonal transforms and quantizers. The architecture of a data compression system based on the use of an orthogonal transform is presented in Fig. 1 . This system will be analyzed in the following for the case of the Discrete Cosine Packets, DCPT, orthogonal transform. It will be proved that this transform is well selected for the speech compression. The most important signals in Fig. 1 are:
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the signal to be processed, x n¡ , its compressed version v n¡ , and the reconstructed signal, ¢ x n¡ . The samples of x n¡ are correlated. This means that a fraction of the information carried by each sample is contained in its neighbors. This is the reason why rejecting a sample, the information contained in its neighbors is also affected. The role of the orthogonal transform is to de-correlate the signal to be compressed. After its computation, a new signal is obtained. The dependency of the informational content of each sample of this new signal, y n¡ , on the informational content of its neighbors is wicker. Hence rejecting a sample, the informational content of its neighbors is less affected after the computation of the orthogonal transform. The rejection of a sample produces a smaller loss of information if its magnitude is smaller. This is the reason why the threshold detector is present in Fig. 1 . The structure of this paper is the following. In section 2 are presented three discrete wavelet transforms. A statistical analysis of each of them is presented. All these transforms asymptotically converge to the Karhunen-Loève transform. At the end of this section is explained why the DCPT is a good candidate for the speech compression. In section 3, an adaptive threshold detector is described. In section 4 is described a quantizer. The other blocks of the system in Fig. 1 are also described. The aim of section 5 is to present some simulation results. In section 6 are presented some conclusions.
Discrete Wavelet Transforms
In the following a statistical analysis of three discrete wavelet transforms: the discrete wavelet transform, DWT, [4] , the discrete wavelet packets transform DWPT and the DCPT, [5] , is presented. This analysis is based on simulations. The correspondent transform of a realization of a colored noise is computed. The result is practically a white noise. For the first two transforms, the mathematical proofs can be found in [6] . For the DWT a similar proof can be found in [7] . For the third transform, a statistical analysis is reported in [8] .
The DWT case
The result is presented in Fig. 2 . In the top of this figure is presented the power spectral density of the input noise. This a colored noise, generated by filtering a white noise. The filter used was a running averager with 20 tapes. In the bottom of Fig. 2 is presented the power spectral density of the result obtained, computing the DWT of the realization with the power spectral density represented in top. Because the envelope of the power spectral density represented in bottom is practically constant we can assert that the output signal is a white noise. So, the DWT asymptotically converges to the Karhunen-Loève transform. 
The DWPT case
In Fig. 3 is illustrated the DWPT whitening effect. The experiment already described is repeated for the case of the DWPT. In top of Fig. 3 is represented the power spectral density of the input signal. This is a realization of a colored noise obtained by band-pass filtering a white noise. In bottom is represented the power spectral density of the signal obtained after the computation of the DWPT of the signal with the power spectral density represented in top.
Because the envelope of the power spectral density is constant almost everywhere, like the power spectral density of a white noise, we can assert that the DWPT also converges to the Karhunen-Loève transform. 
The DCPT case
The DCPT is a combination of the discrete cosine transform, DCT, with the theory of wavelet packets. In the case of this transform the segmentation of the support of the signal to be analyzed (considered of length N) is realized. The lengths of the segments obtained depend on the number of iterations of the transform performed. For the iteration index m these blocks have a length of 2£ m N. The signal contained in each such segment is transformed using the DCT. The asymptotic analysis of DCPT is based on the observation that for N ¤ ∞¥ the DCT asymptotically converges to the Karhunen-Loève transform, [8] . If N ¤ ∞, the number of samples of each DCT coefficients sequence, corresponding to a given segment, at a given iteration, tends to infinity and the coefficients of the corresponding DCT converge to the Karhunen-Loève transform. Hence, the DCPT asymptotically converges to the Karhunen-Loève transform. The DCPT whitening effect is presented in Fig. 4 . In top is represented the power spectral density of a colored noise, obtained filtering white noise with the aid of a running averager and in bottom is represented the power spectral density of the signal obtained after the computation of the DPCT of the signal with the power spectral density represented in top. The envelope of the power spectral density of the signal represented in bottom is a good approximation of a constant. Hence the signal with the power spectral density represented in bottom is practically a white noise.
Hence the whitening effect of the DCPT was highlighted. Comparing the figures 2, 3 and 4, it can be observed that the DCPT has the higher convergence rate to a white noise. It is followed by the DWT. The DWPT has the slower convergence. Each transform can be used in a compression system because all of them converge to the Karhunen-Loève transform. Taking into account the convergence speed the best is the DCPT. This transform has also another advantage, the temporal localiza- tion of the analysis filters. Also it is recommended for the compression of speech taking into account the sinusoidal model of the speech. This proposition is proved in the following.
Selecting the best mother wavelets
The quality of a compression system can be appreciated with the aid of his ratedistortion function. A compression system is better than another if, at equal distortions, it realizes a higher compression rate. The maximization of the compression rate can be done, if a good selection of the parameters of each block represented in Fig. 1 is performed. In the following is analyzed the first block. One of the three orthogonal transforms, already mentioned, and its parameters must be selected, taking into account the fact that the signal to be processed is a speech signal. Each of the three orthogonal transforms already mentioned has some parameters. A common parameter for all the three transforms is the mother wavelets. This parameter must be selected in accordance with the type of the signal to be compressed. Each spoken word is a sequence of tons having different intensities, frequencies and durations. Every ton is a sinusoidal signal with specific amplitude, frequency and duration. This is the speech sinusoidal model. Its mathematical description is, [9] 
where the components are named partials. Each term of this sum is a double modulated signal. So, the speech signal is not stationary. But, usually the speech signal is regarded like a sequence of stationary signals. Segmenting the speech signal in blocks with duration inferior to 25 ms, a sequence of stationary signals is obtained. On every segment the speech model is of the form
This decomposition is very similar to a decomposition of the signal x s
The decomposition of the same signal into an orthogonal wavelet basis is, [10] x s
where
are the wavelets generated by the mother wavelets ψ ¦ t §
. The compression rate obtained using a specified mother wavelets is higher if the number of not null coefficients,
where the right hand side member represents the value of the correlation of can be computed using the relation
Because the signal energy is a constant, not dependent on the mother wavelets used, it can be said that the number N ψ is smaller if the magnitude of not null coefficients is higher. But this magnitude is higher, (see (5) are elements of a cosine packet. This is the reason why, for the compression of speech signals, the best transform is the DCPT. Another parameter of the DCPT is the cost functional used for the selection of the best packet. This transform is an adaptive one. The result of its utilization in a given application can be optimized using the best packet selection procedure. This is a very efficient procedure able to enhance very much the quality of a given signal processing method. There are some cost functions that can be minimized for the selection of the best cosine packet. The most used is the entropy but its utilization do not realizes the maximization of the compression rate. The optimal cost functional for compression is that realizing the minimization of the number of coefficients superior to a given threshold, t, (who determines the distortion), N s . Using this cost functional, N s coefficients superior to the threshold t are obtained. So, at the output of the TD, from Fig. 1, N s not nulls coefficients are obtained. This is a minimal number because it was obtained using the appropriate cost functional for the selection of the best packet. This is the reason why this cost functional realizes the maximization of the compression rate. Increasing the threshold value t, the number N s decreases and the compression rate increases. Unfortunately the reconstruction distortion increases when t increases. This is the reason why the threshold's value t must be controlled to assure the compression transparency. Hence, the block TD must be an adaptive one. Another parameter of the DCPT who must be considered for the optimization of the compression is its number of iterations.
The Threshold Detector
One of the most important block for the system in Fig. 1 is the threshold detector. It rejects all the coefficients of the orthogonal transform inferior to a given threshold. This is the mechanism doing the compression. It is an adaptive system. Its inputoutput relation is
Analyzing the system in Fig. 1 it can be observed that the distortion due to the compression has the mean squared value
Because the DCPT and its inverse the IDCPT are orthogonal transforms, the last relation becomes D¨E
Two blocks of the system from Fig. 1 are responsible for this error, the threshold detector and the quantizer. The threshold value, t and the architecture of the quantization system must be selected to satisfy the following condition
where E x represents the energy of the input signal x % n & D
The Quantizer
Another very important block for a compression system is the quantizer. For the compression of speech the quantizer structure must take into account the particularities of this signal. These particularities are highlighted by the psycho-acoustic model of the speech. A non-uniform quantization, based on the psycho-acoustic model, [11] , can be used. The most important disadvantage of such a method is the high computational volume, the computation of the masking threshold demanding a large amount of operations. In the following a very simple solution of non-uniform quantization is proposed. The sequence obtained at the output of the TD in 
quantization levels is allocated, where
represent the entire part. The quantization of the corresponding interval is realized using the transformation
So, a level normalization, in each block, is performed. The corresponding denormalization will be performed by the block DE. The good performances of this quantization procedure are based on the de-correlation property of the DCPT. Due to this property a lot of the values z kM are small. The corresponding values γ k are zeroes. This is the reason why the total number of bits, allocated to the samples of the signal u% n& F ¥ is very small versus the number of bits of the signal x% n& .
Computing the Reconstruction Distortion
In the following a superior bound of the reconstruction distortion is computed. This distortion is given in the relation (8) . It has two components, produced by the block TD and by the quantization block. A superior bound of the reconstruction distortion, obtained after the adaptive compression based on the DCPT is N t 2 where N represents the processing signal samples number and t is the value of the threshold.
Proof.
The mean square approximation error of the signal y% n& with the signal u% n& is
where n k represent the position of samples with the magnitude inferior to t 
where the first term represents the error introduced by the TD. The mean squared error produced by the quantizer is
After the segmentation of the support of the signal z% n& in 32 bands it is obtained
where p k is the index for the samples corresponding to the k'th band. It is supposed that there are N k such samples. Let q k be the quantization step for the k'th band. Because the difference z k
If all the quantization steps are inferior to the value of threshold, t, then the last relation can be written in the following form
The proposition was proved. So, to keep the distortion D under the value αE x , (E x represents the energy of the signal x% n& ) it is sufficient to select the value of the threshold
The constant α can be written using the signal to noise ratio of the signals u 
So, an inferior bound of the signal to noise ratio, depending on α ¥ was established β¨7 10 log 10 α
Taking the sign equal in the relation (17), an inferior bound for the constant α can be obtained α m¨1 0£
Using this value and the relation (16) an inferior bound of the threshold t can be obtained
Hence, selecting for the threshold a value t superior to t m ¥ a value of the output signal to noise ratio superior to β is obtained. Unfortunately the exact value of the output signal to noise ratio, rsb 0 can not be known in advance. This is the reason why an adaptive algorithm for the threshold selection is recommended. This algorithm can use the value t m for initialization. The threshold value is increased starting with this value. At each iteration the output signal to noise ratio, rsb 0 , is computed. If this value is superior to β , the threshold value increasing process is continued. The algorithm stops when for the first time the value rsb 0 becomes inferior to β .
Other Blocks of the Compression System
The use of the coder CO, from Fig. 1 , realizes an increasing of the compression rate without affecting the reconstruction distortion level because this block produces a loss less compression. The construction of this block uses one of the classical compression algorithms like for example the Huffman algorithm or the arithmetic coding. 
is performed. Concatenating the signals w k . This signal represents the result of the reconstruction procedure. Using this signal, the distortion D can be computed. All the operations already described are repeated, for different threshold values, to maximize the global compression rate, under the constraint that rsb 0 to be superior to β .
Simulation Results
In the following a simulation example is presented. The proposition to be compressed is: "Huston we have a problem". The source is in wave format. The sampling frequency used to obtain this file is of approximative 44 KHz, each sample being coded on 16 bits. The waveform of this signal is presented in the following figure.
This signal was segmented in blocks containing 1024 samples (the duration of each block being inferior to 25 ms).
To limit the bits number required for the best packet tree coding, the maximal number of the DCPT iterations was fixed to three. In the following table the results obtained are presented. The 25 segments obtained after the reconstruction (realized on each segment) were concatenated obtaining the reconstructed signal after the compression. Analyzing the table, the good performances of the proposed compression method (compression rate and output signal to noise ratio) can be observed. The smallest compression rate, 4.05, was obtained on the 17'th segment and the better compression rate, 18.3, was obtained on the 15'th segment. The output signal to noise ratios distribution is uniform. The smallest value, 16.33 dB, was obtained for the 17'th segment and the best value, 19.83, on the 19'th segment. All these values are high enough to certify a good quality reconstruction. The mean compression rate is of 10.82. This is a sufficiently high value, taking into account the fact that any loss less compression method was not used (the blocks CO and DE were not simulated).
Conclusion
A new lossy compression system, with the control of the losses, is proposed. Its construction is based on the rate-distortion function concept. Taking into account the high redundancy of the speech signal, such a method is very appropriate. Using this method, a mean compression rate of 10.82, was obtained in the simulation reported. This value is superior to the GSM mean compression rate, equal with 8, [12] . This compression rate can be improved if a loss less compression method is added to implements the blocks CO and DE. The proposed method assures a good quality reconstruction (on each segment an output signal to noise ratio superior to 16 dB was obtained and the mean output signal to noise ratio was superior to 19 dB). It can be said that this compression method is transparent. The GSM compression method do not estimate the reconstruction quality. The proposed compression method is also fast, requiring a relative small number of multiplications. For example the computation of the DCPT requires the same multiplications number like the Fast Fourier Transform of the same signal. This is the reason why the proposed compression method can be implemented on a Digital Signal Processor. The system proposed represents a good alternative to the speech compression systems based on the use of the linear prediction.
